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I put this final note in parentheses here in order to complete this description of my 
notes, as it would have been when Hannah ended counselling (see Chapter 7). By 
referring to the ‘Criteria for Change’ heading above, I was able to assess how far in my 
estimation Hannah had come in the eventual ten sessions we had together.

4. Themes in the Sessions

With the factual information and family tree recorded on one or more pages, and the 
various headings of the psychodynamic formulation on separate pages, the fourth sec-
tion of my notes is used to record each session not in terms of factual information but in 
more thematic ways, concentrating on the main themes that a client raises in the session, 
and the counsellor’s interventions in response to them. Hannah’s first session is summa-
rised as shown in Table 3.1. In my own notes there are two sessions to an A4 page – an 
indication that my notes are fairly brief, easily written in the ten-minute break between 
consecutive counselling sessions. Recording the first session in the other sections above 
takes considerably longer and has to be done at the end of the day. Subsequent sessions 
are mainly recorded in this ‘themes’ form only, with any necessary brief additions to the 
Factual Information Sheet and/or to the Family Tree.

At the head of the session record I note any change reported by the client or seen 
in the session by the counsellor. This can include both feelings and appearance: Hannah 

TABLE 3.1 Summary of Hannah’s first session

Session: 1 Date: 10.4.10 Missed: –

Client Changes/manner

Hostile at first, then upset. Talked more freely, 
some hesitancy at end about leaving room.

Counsellor Manner/counter-transference

At first felt under attack. Then concern, 
and gentle, comforting feelings. Wary.

Themes Interventions

Query about psychoanalysis.

Implied wish to go on seeing her doctor (woman).

Looking after others (grandfather) – see factual 
material.

Leaving London – see factual information. 

My remark led her to speak of other losses in 
her family (see factual information).

She agreed with my remark.

Afraid I’ll be interested in sex?

Lacks sense of her value?

(Listened, prompted.) 

(Asked some questions.) Sounds like
a big loss. Difficult to trust anyone, feeling 
that those you trust only let you down.

Arranged meetings ahead.

Afterthoughts

Perhaps her hesitancy about seeing me is because she thinks I will let her down as others 
have done – caring inevitably leads to disappointment?
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